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1. Adjectives and parts of speech systems

Ask a layperson what they know about grammar and you are likely to get an answer that has
something to do with parts of speech; ask a linguist what they know about parts of speech and
the answer is quite likely to be much less enlightening. Parts of speech systems or, as I will refer
to them here, lexical classes are among the most frequently overlooked aspects of linguistic
analysis, yet they are at the same time among the most fundamental elements of language. Lexi-
cal classes play a key role in most, if not all, syntactic theories, they are the cornerstones of lexi-
cography, and they are crucial elements in morphological analysis—yet precise and rigorous
definitions of these classes have never been successfully formulated. More often than not, lexical
classes are treated merely as primitives, either in terms of input to rules, determinants of under-
lying phrase structure, governors of inflectional patterns, or as sources of valency and subcatego-
rization frames. Thus, class-designations such as “verb”, “adjective”, and “noun” are the linch-
pins of semantic, syntactic, and morphological structure, but the terms themselves are rarely de-
fined and their properties, both formal and functional, are often taken for granted. While it is
certainly possible to carry out linguistic analysis without a clear definition of the basic units in-
volved (as long as the identity of these units can be agreed upon), any theory which proceeds
without a full understanding of its own primitives rests on uncertain foundations.

Most current linguistic theories—whose main proponents are speakers of and researchers in
European languages—are modeled on languages with parts-of-speech systems organized into the
four major classes of verb, noun, adjective, and adverb. Cross-linguistic investigation shows that
not all languages fit this pattern: while nouns and verbs appear to be essentially universal, lan-
guages that have few or no adjectives are a typological commonplace.1 Even languages that do
have adjectives vary tremendously in terms of their absolute numbers and the sets of meanings
singled out by language-specific definitions of an adjectival class. Any credible attempt to define
parts of speech must come to terms with both of these types of variation, and to date most pro-
posals for a criterial definition of adjective have failed on both counts. As I will argue in this pa-
per, traditional approaches to defining lexical classes in general (and adjectives in particular)
have confined themselves to one of the semantic (Section 1.1), morphological (Section 1.2), or
syntactic (Section 1.3) levels of analysis and, as a result, have been unable to account for cross-
linguistic variation in parts-of-speech systems. More recent approaches (discussed in Section
1.4) have tried to deal with this variation in terms of prototypicality and markedness (e.g. Hopper
& Thompson 1984; Hengeveld 1992a, 1992b) and the mapping between semantic and functional
classes (Croft 1991). While this work again falls short of allowing us to formulate a criterial,
cross-linguistically viable definition of adjective, it does point us in the direction of the proposal
sketched out in Section 2, which posits that a criterial definition of adjective be based on the
mapping between semantic and syntactic representation and the notion of iconicity (Section 2.1).
In this approach, parts of speech are treated as a feature of the lexicon, which mediates between
semantic and (deep) syntactic structure, and are treated as serving primarily as input to rules used
for building syntactic structure (cf. Jesperson 1924), each class having its own unmarked syntac-
tic role (Section 2.2); differences in lexical class may subsequently have consequences for the
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morphological realization of lexical items. Adjectives are a marked class in that their unmarked
syntactic role, that of modifier of a noun, is inherently non-iconic (Section 2.3). These observa-
tions allow us to formulate a definition of adjective that at once accounts for the attested typo-
logical variation and at the same time properly constrains it, casting new light on some proposals
for parts-of-speech typology current in the literature (Section 3).

1.1. Semantic characterizations

The most familiar and intuitively appealing of the traditional approaches to defining parts of
speech is the semantic characterization, which groups words as nouns, verbs, or adjectives based
on their meanings. Semantically, nouns and verbs are highly consistent across languages and
roughly conform to traditional semantic characterizations in which nouns are said to be those
lexical items denoting “people, places, and things” (here, this class will be referred to loosely as
semantic names—cf. also Wierzbicka’s 1988 term kind) and verbs are those which denote “ac-
tions and states” (loosely, semantic predicates). Similarly, adjectives are often characterized as
those words which denote properties, qualities, and (in some languages) states; Thompson (1988,
based on the work of Dixon 1982) terms the prototypical semantic domain of adjectives, “prop-
erty concepts”—words expressing one of the following categories:

(1) Classes of property concepts (with English examples)

DIMENSION — big, little, long, wide …
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES — hard, heavy, smooth …
COLOUR

HUMAN PROPENSITY — jealous, happy, clever, generous, proud …
AGE — new, young, old …
VALUE — good, bad, pure, delicious …
SPEED — fast, slow, quick …

(Thompson 1988: 168)

In order for such a semantic characterization to serve as the sole basis for a definition of a part of
speech (e.g. adjective = a word expressing a property concept), it would have to be the case that
all words conforming to this semantic characterization be treated as members of this class by the
syntactic rules of a given language. Property-concept words, however, show a great deal of intra-
linguistic and cross-linguistic variation in their syntactic behaviour and it is not always possible
to predict their lexical classification in a given language from their meaning. For instance, in
Hausa, the DIMENSION word ‘wide’ is expressed as a noun faài, though it is clearly a property
concept (Wetzer 1996: 178), whereas in Bemba the HUMAN PROPENSITIES ‘strong’, ‘brave’, and
‘wise’ are expressed by the verbs ashipa, akosa, and aceenjela respectively (Schachter 1985).
The PHYSICAL PROPERTY ‘hard’ surfaces as a noun, s©auöi…, in Hausa, as an adjective, duro, in
Spanish, and as a verb, ≈tadis, in Lushootseed in spite of the fact that they are all property-
concept words and, hence, by a naïve semantic definition, should be adjectives.

The problem of formulating a predictive semantic definition of adjectives is particularly ob-
vious in languages that have a small class of adjectives and divide the remaining property-
concept words between nouns and verbs. Such languages may have as few as half a dozen true
adjectives (i.e. unmarked modifiers of nouns) and, while all of these are typically expressions of
property concepts, other members of the same semantic class are not realized as adjectives but as
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nouns or verbs. In the Bantu language Venda, for instance, there are only twenty adjectives,
listed in (2):

(2) Venda

hulu ‘big, large’ swa ‘young, new’ rema ‘black’
tluku ‘small’ lala ‘old’ tshena ‘white’
vhi ‘bad’ tete ‘soft’ tswu ‘black’
lapfu ‘long’ khwivhilu ‘red’ hulwane ‘important’
denya ‘thick’ sekene ‘thin’ nlu ‘wet’
vhisi ‘raw, green’ pfufhi ‘short’ setlha ‘yellow’
vhuya ‘good-natured’ tswuku ‘red’

(Dixon 1982: 4 – 5)

Dixon (1982) observes that in this type of language, the meanings of the reduced class of adjec-
tives seem to cluster consistently around notions relating to his DIMENSION, AGE, VALUE, and
COLOUR (DAVC) categories. Of the remaining property concepts, PHYSICAL PROPERTIES in re-
duced-class languages tend to be expressed by verbs and HUMAN PROPENSITIES tend to be ex-
pressed by nouns.

As useful as these observations are, they fall short of a criterial semantic definition. In spite
of the fact that adjectives in closed-class languages do tend to express DAVC meanings, the num-
ber of meanings whose expressions are unmarked modifiers in such languages can range from
dozens down to a mere handful. For example, Venda chooses—out of the potentially much larger
set of DAVC meanings—only twenty to be expressed as adjectives. Igbo, on the other hand, real-
izes only a subset of seven of these (plus ‘good’, which is not an unmarked modifier of nouns in
Venda) as adjectives:

(3) Igbo

úkwú ‘large’ ó¢hú¢’rú¢ ‘new’ ójí’í ‘black’ ó¢ma ‘good’
n~tà ‘small’ ócyè ‘old’ ó¢cá ‘white’ ó¢jó ¢’ó ‘bad’

(Dixon 1982: 4; Schachter 1985: 15)

The remainder of the set of DAVC meanings in (2) that are not expressed as adjectives in (3) are
thus presumably divided up in the Igbo lexicon between the lexical classes of verb and noun. It
seems impossible for any purely semantic definition of adjective to be able to single out only the
seven words shown in (3) for Igbo and not include all twenty Venda words in (2), let alone for it
to include ‘good’ in one of these languages and exclude it in the other. While it is true that se-
mantic characterizations of parts of speech help to identify likely candidates for inclusion in par-
ticular lexical classes, work such as Dixon’s shows us that semantics is not the whole story, par-
ticularly in the realm of adjectives. As a result, many investigators have turned away from se-
mantic definitions altogether, while others have tried to modify this approach by treating seman-
tic classes of meaning as semantic prototypes for lexical classes (e.g. Hopper & Thompson 1984;
Croft 1991). Even these approaches run into some difficulties, however, when confronted with
the problem of defining the class of adjectives in purely semantic terms.
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1.2. Morphological diagnostics

The second type of definition that has enjoyed wide currency is an essentially morphological
one that seeks to define parts of speech in terms of the grammatical categories for which they are
marked. The simplest approach along these lines posits certain basic morphological categories
which are purported to be diagnostic of particular parts of speech, both within and across lan-
guages. Thus, nouns are defined as those lexical items that have grammatical gender (Sp. perro
‘dogMASC’ : casa ‘houseFEM’) and are inflected for number (Eng. dog : dogs) and case (Rus. maßina
‘carN O M’ : maßinu ‘carACC’); verbs mark tense (Eng. she runs; she ran), aspect (Rus. kriçat�
‘shoutIMPF’ : kriknut’ ‘shoutPERF’), voice (Bella Coola tixis ‘he cut it’ : txim ‘it was cutPASS’ : txa ‘he
cutAP’), and mood (Sp. dices ‘you speak’ : di ‘speak!’); and adjectives mark comparison (Eng. big
: bigger : biggest) and in many languages show agreement for number, gender, and case (Rus.
novyjMASC:SG:NOM muzejMASC:SG:NOM ‘new museum’; novyeMASC:PL:N O M  muzeiMASC:PL:NOM ‘new museums’;
novajaFEM:SG:NOM knigaFEM:SG:NOM ‘new book’; v novojFEM:SG:PREP knigeFEM:SG:PREP ‘in the new book’).

Cross-linguistically, however, there is considerable variation with respect to the grammatical
categories encoded on lexical items belonging to all three classes. For instance, nouns in Totonac
and most Salish languages are not inflected for number, and recent research has suggested that,
cross-linguistically, plurality is a category potentially applicable to both nouns and verbs
(Dolinina & Beck 1998). Interior Salish languages and Totonac both lack nominal gender, while
the coastal Salish languages have gender but generally lack case, as do Chinese and (outside the
pronominal paradigms) English and Spanish. Verbs in Salish, Chinese, and many other lan-
guages do not inflect for tense, and verbs in Hebrew in all tenses are inflected for gender, as they
are in the Russian past tense. In Lushootseed, meanings corresponding to Indo-European tenses
and moods can be applied to nouns, as in:

Lushootseed
(4) (a) tu+q©iyaÒ©\d ti tu+sç©istx�+s

PST+slug D PST+husband+3PO

‘Slug had been her former (i.e. deceased) husband’2

(Hess 1993: 84)

(b) x�iú k�i g�\+pißpiß
NEG D SBJ+cat
‘there are no cats’

(Hess 1993: 123)

(c) Ò©u+l\t©+\d ti Ò©u+t©is\d ú\ ß\bad
HAB+flip+ICS D HAB+arrow PR enemy
‘he would flip the habitual arrows of the enemy away’

(Hess 1993: 83)

In (4a) the meaning ‘past’—a tense in many languages—is applied to two different nouns, the
predicate nominal q©iyaÒ©\d ‘slug’ and the syntactic subject sç©istx� ‘husband’, whereas in (4b)
the subjunctive, generally classified as a mood, is applied to pißpiß ‘cat’ to indicate its non-
existence. (4c) illustrates the application of what is usually glossed as the marker of habitual as-
pect to a noun, t©is\d ‘arrow’, the same marker that appears affixed to the verb l\t© ‘flip’.
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Although there are no cross-linguistically universal morphological categories that can be
used to define parts of speech, a more promising approach is to define a set of grammatical cate-
gories that are cross-linguistically typical of one or the other parts of speech and then to decide,
on a language by language basis, which of these is diagnostic of lexical classes in a given gram-
matical system. While there is some difficulty with languages like Chinese and Vietnamese
which have little or no morphology, definitions along these lines generally single out the same
core classes of words as do semantic and syntactic definitions. This, however, is in itself an indi-
cation of the fundamental shortcoming of purely morphological definitions: they offer no ac-
count of their own success. This success can, in fact, be attributed to a tacit reliance on semantic
and syntactic assumptions about the meanings and distributions of parts of speech. Tense in Sal-
ish, for instance, might be dismissed as a diagnostic for verbhood given its appearance on the
nouns q©iyaÒ©\d ‘slug’ and sç©istx� ‘husband’ in (4a), but this presupposes the semantically-
driven assumption that these two words are, in fact, nouns.3 In less problematic cases, say, gen-
der-marking of both verbs and adjectives in Russian, it may be possible to devise more rigorous
morphological criteria—i.e., there is a set of words which always bear gender-marking and are
marked for the case of their syntactic governors (adjectives), while there is another set which
bears marking for tense and aspect (verbs) but can only be marked for the gender of their first
syntactic actant in the past tense. However, even if such morphological definitions can be crafted
on a language-specific basis, on the cross-linguistic front they do nothing to explain why it is that
the bulk of those words singled out as adjectives in Russian morphology express the same
meanings and have virtually the same syntactic distribution as those words singled out by the
language-specific tests for adjectives in Hebrew, English, Upper Necaxa Totonac, and Japanese.

More telling against purely morphological definitions is the fact that even intralinguistically
lexical-class boundaries drawn on purely inflectional bases often give problematic results. Most
languages, for instance, have lexical items considered to be a member of a given class which do
not have all of the inflections that might be considered criterial for membership in that class.
Thus, the English word significance—which patterns syntactically and semantically with nouns
and does not share any inflectional categories with verbs or adjectives—can be neither a plural
(*significances) nor a possessor (*significance’s), whereas plurality and possessive inflections
are commonly cited as morphological indicators of nounhood in English (Lyons 1977: 426). In
Russian, a number of words such as piroΩnoe ‘pastry’ are declined as if they were adjectives
showing agreement with a neuter noun and thus pattern morphologically with more run of the
mill adjectives such as bol�ßoj ‘big’ and xoroßij ‘good’, as shown in (5):

(5) Declension of Russian piroΩnoe ‘pastry’

piroΩnoe ‘pastryNEU’ bol�ßoe ‘bigNEU’ xoroßee ‘goodNEU’

NOM piroΩn+oe bol�ß+oe xoroß+ee
ACC piroΩn+oe bol�ß+oe xoroß+ee
GEN piroΩn+ogo bol�ß+ogo xoroß+ego
DAT piroΩn+omu bol�ß+omu xoroß+emu
INST piroΩn+ym bol�ß+im xoroß+im
PREP piroΩn+om bol�ß+om xoroß+em

Semantically, however, piroΩnoe is more closely related to morphological nouns such as pirog
‘pie’ and tort ‘cake’; syntactically, piroΩnoe patterns as a noun as well, undergoing quantifica-
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tion by numerals (pjat� piroΩnyx ‘five pastries’), serving as subject or object (Oni s"eli
piroΩnye ‘They ate the pastries’), the complement of a preposition (Ja ne mogu Ωit� bez
piroΩnyx ‘I can’t live without pastries’), or the head of a relative construction (piroΩnoe, ko-
toroe ja kupil ‘the pastry that I bought’). What’s more, unlike true adjectives but like nouns,
piroΩnoe can not serve as a modifier (*piroΩnoe testo ‘pastry dough’), nor does it have com-
parative (*piroΩnee) or superlative (*samoe piroΩnoe) forms. Given that, first and foremost,
lexical classes serve as input to syntactic rules—that is, they characterize lexical items for the
purpose of the rules used in the organization of syntactic structures—the classification of
piroΩnoe as an adjective is at best inconvenient, insofar as it is recognized by the syntax as a
noun, as reflected in both its functions and its distribution.

Thus, while morphology often supplies important clues as to lexical class membership, mor-
phological definitions—like semantic characterizations—tend to falter when confronted with
both cross-linguistic variation in lexical class membership and with intra-linguistic idiosyncra-
sies. Morphological facts, particularly inflectional categories, however, may reflect a word’s un-
derlying semantic and syntactic properties and so may, indirectly, be an indicator of its lexical
class. Given the existence of a class of nouns in a language, for instance, it may turn out that all
nouns in that language must be inflected for number and so inflectional marking for number can
be used by the linguist as a indicator that a word may be a member of the nominal class. This
type of indicator, however, is not a definition but a diagnostic, and is purely language-specific:
number is not a universal inflectional category for nouns and in some languages it is an inflec-
tional category for other parts of speech as well. Indeed, the fact that number is frequently
marked on nouns follows from the semantics of the prototypical noun, but the appearance of
number with other lexical classes such as adjectives is merely agreement and so follows from
their syntactics. Morphology in this sense becomes a somewhat superficial phenomenon, de-
pending not so much on the universal characteristics of lexical classes so much as how these
classes are treated by the morphosyntax of a given language.

1.3. Syntactic distribution

As noted in the previous section, syntactic distribution is often more closely related to lexical
class membership than are inflectional patterns; this type of observation has led to a number of
attempts at defining parts of speech (often called “syntactic categories” in such definitions) in
purely distributional terms. The most elementary of these approaches defines each part of speech
strictly on the basis of the syntactic roles in which it is permitted to appear: nouns are defined as
lexical items that can be the subjects of a sentence, verbs can be syntactic predicates, and adjec-
tives are modifiers (cf. Chomsky 1965). Such naïve definitions falter, however, when confronted
with lexical items appearing in non-prototypical or extended uses. Words defined as nouns this
way, for instance, can comfortably serve as attributives of other nouns, as in jazz musician or gas
stove, while certain adjectives can act as syntactic subjects (e.g. The rich fear the poor; Louder is
better). As we will see below, such difficulties can be dealt with by appealing to criteria of
markedness, but without a rigorous apparatus to deal with this issue (such as that proposed in
section 1.4) naïve syntactic or distributional definitions fail.

An additional cross-linguistic difficulty with distributional definitions of parts of speech
comes from languages with reduced lexical inventories—that is, languages which appear, on a
distributional basis, to lack one or more lexical class distinctions. Consider, for instance, the ex-
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amples in (6) from the Salishan language Lushootseed, which show the distributional overlap
between verbs and nouns ((6a) and (b)), and between verbs and adjectives ((6c) and (d)):

Lushootseed
(6) (a) úu+ú\¬\d tiúi¬ pißpiß ú\ tiú\ú súuladx�

PNT+eat D cat PR D salmon
‘that cat ate a salmon’

(b) pißpiß tiúi¬ úu+ú\¬\d ú\ tiú\ú súuladx�
cat D PNT+eat PR D salmon
‘that one eating the salmon [is] a cat’

(based on Hess 1993: 133)

(c) Ò©u+l\k�+\d tiú\ú haú¬ sú\¬\d
HAB+eat+ICS D good food
‘[he/she] would eat the good food’

(d) haú¬ tiú\ú sú\¬\d Ò©u+l\k�+\d
good D food HAB+eat+ICS

‘the food [he/she] would eat [is/was] good’
(based on Bates et al. 1994: 105)

The example in (6a) illustrates a sentence whose predicate is the verb ú\¬\d ‘eatINTR’ and whose
syntactic subject is tiúi¬ pißpiß ‘that cat’; in (6b) the same word, pißpiß ‘cat’, serves as syntactic
predicate. In (6d) the syntactic predicate is haú¬ ‘good’, which is shown acting as a modifier in
(6c). A naïve distributional definition of a verb as “a lexical item that can act as a syntactic
predicate” would not only pick out the syntactic predicates of (6a)—ú\¬\d ‘to eatINTR’—and
(6c)—l\k�\d ‘eatTRANS’—as verbs, but would pick out the syntactic predicates of (6b)—pißpiß
‘cat’—and (6d)—haú¬ ‘good’—as well. This type of argument can and has been used as evi-
dence that Lushootseed, and Salish in general, lacks an underlying lexical distinction between
verbs, nouns, and adjectives (e.g. Kuipers 1968; Kinkade 1983). As shown in Beck (1999), the
use of verbs as actants in Lushootseed is a structurally marked one (see Section 1.4.1), the ex-
pression tiúi¬ úuú\¬\d ú\ tiú\ú súuladx� ‘the one eating the salmon’ in (6b), for instance, being
(as its gloss suggests) a relative clause headed by the deictic tiúi¬.4 Thus, the naïve distributional
criterion gives the wrong results for Lushootseed: if Lushootseed does have nouns and verbs,
then clearly something other than straightforward distribution has to be used in the definition of
lexical classes.

Just as with semantics and morphology, then, syntactic distribution, in and of itself, fails as
an adequate means of defining parts of speech. Intra-linguistically, words of a given lexical class
are frequently capable of appearing in syntactic roles which are typical of, or even diagnostic of,
other parts of speech; cross-linguistically, we frequently find variation with respect to the syn-
tactic roles open to different parts of speech, as illustrated by the Lushootseed examples in (6).
Nevertheless, it is true that there are certain widespread commonalities in the syntactic behaviour
of lexical classes, just as there are prototypical semantic domains and inflectional categories as-
sociated with them. This type of observation has lead some researchers to treat syntactic varia-
tion in the distribution of parts of speech in terms of the markedness of a given syntactic role for
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members of a particular lexical class: in essence, such approaches—like the naïve syntactic defi-
nition—identify certain syntactic roles as being typical or unmarked for a given part of speech
and then allow, in one way or another, for the appearance of that part of speech in other, marked,
roles in the sentence. Thus, the appearance of the normally adjectival red as a syntactic subject in
Red is my favorite colour could be argued to be an example of a marked or extended use of red
in a basically nominal syntactic role. However, to do this without recourse to purely stipulative
definitions of parts of speech it is necessary to show that the behaviour of an element in an ex-
tended position is in some way marked. These are complex issues to be taken up in more detail
in the section that follows.

1.4. Extended roles and syntactic markedness

As we have seen, neither semantic characterizations (Section 1.1) nor naïve syntactic distri-
bution (Section 1.3) are sufficient in and of themselves to allow for a criterial definition of lexi-
cal classes. Morphological properties of words turn out to be useful as diagnostics for lexical-
class membership on a language-specific basis, but fail both as universal and intralinguistically
comprehensive definitions (Section 1.2). Of the three levels of linguistic description, it is the
morphological which shows the greatest cross-linguistic variation in terms of its marking of lexi-
cal class distinctions and so ultimately seems to be the least useful in terms of finding a criterial
definition. This leaves us with the semantic and the syntactic levels, both of which have been the
focus of more recent attempts to define parts of speech. The variation that we have seen de-
scribed in the sections above is dealt with in different ways by different authors, but in general
two approaches have become predominant in the literature. Semantic approaches have by and
large moved in the direction of treating variation in class-membership in terms of prototypicality
and graded class membership (e.g Hopper & Thompson 1984). More recent syntactic approaches
have dealt with distributional variability in terms of markedness—that is, they have sought to
define parts of speech in terms of their unmarked or typical syntactic distribution. This will be
our focus here, beginning with a discussion of what markedness means and how it will be meas-
ured throughout the remainder of our discussion (Section 1.4.1). Section 1.4.2 introduces the no-
tion of markedness as the measure of the prototypicality of certain types of mapping between
semantic class and “pragmatic” role as put forward by Croft (1991). While Croft’s proposal has
some weaknesses, it does point us in the direction of what seems to be the correct approach to
forming accurate definitions of lexical classes that at once account for typological similarities in
parts of speech systems and predict the attested variation in these systems in the world’s lan-
guages.

1.4.1. Criteria for markedness

Before looking at syntactic definitions of parts of speech based on markedness, it is worth
taking a little time to clarify what it is precisely that is meant by markedness and what kinds of
criteria will (and will not) be allowed in this discussion. Markedness is one of the most widely,
and wildly, used terms in linguistics, and its senses range from a very narrow, structure-based
notion of relative complexity to an extremely open sense of “unusual” or “unnatural.” A recent
definition of markedness located somewhere in the middle of the continuum is put forward by
Givón (1995), who writes that “three main criteria can be used to distinguish the marked from
the unmarked category in a binary grammatical contrast:
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(a) Structural complexity: The marked structure tends to be more complex (or larger) than
the corresponding unmarked one.

(b) Frequency distribution: The marked category (figure) tends to be less frequent, thus
cognitively more salient, than the corresponding unmarked category (ground).

(c) Cognitive complexity: The marked category tends to be cognitively more complex—in
terms of mental effort, attention demands or processing time—than the unmarked one.”

(Givón 1995: 28)

Of these three criteria, (a) is the least controversial and the most universally accepted: given the
contrast between two (comparable) signs A and B, the more complex of the two is the marked
one. The second and third items on Givón’s list, however, are much less straightforward. Fre-
quency is a very commonly cited criterion for markedness, due largely to the intuitive feeling
that the unmarked is the most usual or standard form. While this may often be the case, it is not
always so, and Trubetskoy (1969: 262ƒƒ) argues explicitly against frequency as a reliable indi-
cator of markedness, offering a number of examples of phonological segments which are marked
(in terms of their complexity, etc.) but are statistically more frequent than their unmarked coun-
terparts. The unreliability of frequency as a measure of markedness also becomes obvious if we
think in concrete terms. In phonology, for instance, the appearance of a marked phoneme in a
high-frequency word (say, a function word, a common morpheme, or a usual expression) could
potentially make the instances of that phoneme more frequent than those of its unmarked coun-
terpart. In our own domain of lexical classes, it turns out that in English the predicative use of
adjectives is textually more frequent than the attributive use (Thompson 1988)—yet clearly,
judged in terms of structural complexity (adjectival predicates require a copula), the former is the
more marked of the two constructions. Thus, while frequency in a textual sense may tend to cor-
relate with markedness, it is neither a necessary nor a sufficient criterion for it and will not be
used in the course of our discussion.

There is, however, a type of markedness that will be used here that is, at least intuitively, re-
lated to the notion of frequency. Consider the following situation: in a particular language, words
belonging to the lexical class X appear in six structural environments {E1, E2, … E6}. In three of
the six environments, X displays a set of properties {P1, P2, … P7} (e.g. inflectional categories,
referential meaning, etc.), but in E3 and E5 X displays a reduced set of these properties {P1, P3,
P7} and in E6 it has only one of these {P2}. Environments E3, E5, and E6, then, can be considered
as marked structural configurations for X with respect to the remainder of environments {E1, E2,
E4} in which X displays the greatest range and most consistent set of properties. The markedness
of a given environment, then, can be determined by a reduction in number of typical properties
of X, which are those which X displays in the largest number of environments. English nouns,
for example, may be inflected for number and take a possessor in most of the syntactic roles they
occupy (subject, object, object of a preposition), but when they are used attributively in an ex-
pression like pant leg, nouns can not bear number inflection (*pants leg) or take a possessor
(*a/the his-pant leg). This sort of loss of categorial properties is often referred to as decategori-
alization (Hopper & Thompson 1984) or decategorization.

Markedness can also result from the acquisition of a new property, P8, in one or more of the
environments open to X, provided that either a) the number of environments in which X has the
set of properties {P1, P2, … P7} is greater than the number of environments where X has the set
of properties {P1, P2, … P8} or b) X has, in addition to P8, only a restricted subset of the other
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properties {P1, P2, … P7} in the marked environment. This is frequently referred to in the litera-
ture as recategorization. On its own, this type of markedness is trickier to establish, particularly
for lexical items that have a very limited number of syntactic roles. Generally, it is only invoked
in cases where P8 is felt to be marked in its application to X for other reasons—that is, that it is
typical of another lexical class, Y, or it is marked in terms of complexity with respect to some
other environment in which X appears. A classic example of recategorization is the Russian par-
ticiple or prichastie, the modificative form of a verb which takes adjectival inflection for the
case, number, and gender of its governing noun. Both de- and recategorization might seem like a
kind of contextual frequency in that they are determined by the “frequency” with which a certain
set of properties is associated with the members of the set of environments {E1, E2, … E6} open
to X. Because of the dangers inherent in the term “frequency”, however, it is safer to refer to
these measures as contextual markedness, a term which has the added advantage of reminding us
(as noted by Givón above) that the markedness of a given item must not only be determined
relative to some other item of a comparable nature, but also must be determined for a specific
context.

Givón’s third criterion, cognitive complexity, is also somewhat problematic, although if used
judiciously it turns out to be a useful one. Terms such as “mental effort, attention demands or
processing time” are frequently used in a hand-waving fashion without regard to the fact that—as
real-world, neurological events—they are subject to empirical verification. Failing psycholin-
guistic measurement of complexity based on the criteria proposed by Givón, then, it is important
to be very clear what we mean by “cognitive complexity” and to provide plausible reasons to
think that this complexity would indeed correspond to increased effort, attention, or processing
time. To this end, I wish to propose one, specific type of cognitive complexity that will play a
role in the discussion below, something that I will refer to as non-iconicity. According to this
criterion, a linguistic sign a ‹‘a’, A› (that is, the sign a having the signified ‘a’ and the signifier
A) is more cognitively marked (cognitively complex) than a sign b ‹‘b’, B› if A is a less direct
reflection of ‘a’ than B is of ‘b’. On its own, of course (like all uses of the term iconicity—cf.
Haiman 1980) this can be very open-ended, although it will be put to a single, highly constrained
and specific use in Section 2.1 below (to which the reader is referred for a concrete example).
The rationale for this criterion is simply that a non-iconic sign will be harder to recognize than an
iconic sign, and hence is cognitively more complex. Straying from the field of linguistics, an il-
lustration of this might be the mental effort required to recognize a picture (a direct representa-
tion matched to visual information)  of a familiar object—say, an alarm clock—versus recog-
nizing it from a description (which requires lexical access and linguistic processing). In writing
systems, an ideographic system is more difficult to learn in that the representations of words
contain no information about their phonological shape, whereas an alphabetic system allows
learners to match written representations directly to spoken words. This last example probably
gives us as good a formulation of the notion of “direct representation” as we are going to get: the
more direct a representation is (that is, the more iconic it is) the more information it contains
about the underlying content it represents. Thus, if the signifier B contains more information
about ‘b’ than A does about ‘a’, b can be said to be less marked (and more iconic) than a.

The criteria for markedness that will be used here, then, differ somewhat from those put for-
ward by Givón. This discussion makes use of three criteria for syntactic markedness:

(7) (a) Structural complexity: A sign X is marked with respect to another sign Y if X is
more complex, morphologically or syntactically, than Y.
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(b) Contextual markedness: An environment E is a marked one for a sign X if E is
not a member of the largest subset of environments of X where X shares the greatest
number of common properties with other instances of X (hence, the appearance of X in
this environment can be said to be marked or an extended use).

(c) Cognitive complexity: A sign X is marked with respect to another sign Y if the
representation of X is a less direct expression of X’s meaning than the representation of
Y is of Y’s meaning.

An important point to be made about all of these criteria is that they are formulated in terms of
contrast—that is, it is not enough to say that X is marked, it is necessary to specify what it is that
X is marked in contrast to. Thus, it is essential to keep in mind that markedness is always con-
trastive, an issue which is central to the discussion in the section that follows.

1.4.2. Markedness and prototypical mappings

Approaches based on markedness and the syntactic distribution of parts of speech have the
dual advantage of defining the typical syntactic distribution shown by words of a given lexical
class, while at the same time allowing for extended uses of lexical items which in themselves can
be the source of diagnostic patterns. In one of the best examples of this methodology to date,
Hengeveld (1992a, 1992b) makes reference to the “additional” grammatical machinery required
to allow a lexical item to appear in an extended syntactic role. Hengeveld refers to such mecha-
nisms as “further measures” and uses this notion to arrive at the definitions in (8):5

(8) verb—a lexical item that without further measures being taken can be used as a syntactic
predicate only.

noun—a lexical item that without further measures being taken can be used as the actant
of a syntactic predicate.

adjective—a lexical item that without further measures being taken can be used as the
modifier of a noun.

For Hengeveld, “further measures” are defined as those morphosyntactic means which “derive”
Functional Grammar predicates from constituents that are not already predicates (1992a: 58). In
more conventional terms, “further measures” can be regarded as the morphosyntactic properties
acquired or lost by an sign in a non-prototypical syntactic role. These properties can thus be used
as diagnostics for markedness of a lexical item in a given syntactic environment.

On the down side, the sets of lexical items singled out by definitions like those in (8) are po-
tentially arbitrary and their membership is unconstrained—that is, under a purely syntactic defi-
nition, there is no obvious reason why it is that the meaning ‘dog’ is a noun in all languages
rather than a verb, or why it is that meanings like ‘red’ show cross-linguistically variable class
membership while meanings like ‘break’ do not. And this brings us back to the issue of the se-
mantics of lexical classes. For, while it is true that purely semantic definitions have met with
relatively little success, it is still a fact that there is across languages a highly consistent common
core or “focal class” (Lyons 1977: 440) of meanings associated with each of the major lexical
classes, and that these semantic prototypes correlate in predictable (although not always predic-
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tive) ways with the lexical classes singled out by definitions in terms of syntactic markedness.
This type of correlation is made explicit in the work of Croft (1991), who argues that, cross-
linguistically, words which are unmarked in one of three principal “pragmatic functions”
(roughly, syntactic functions) belong prototypically to a particular class of meanings, as in (9)6

(9) Croft’s mapping between semantic class and pragmatic functions

Noun Adjective Verb

Semantic class object property action

Pragmatic function reference modification predication

(Croft 1991: 55)

To account for typological variation in semantic class membership, Croft goes on to identify four
semantic properties which typify each class and which can be used as criteria for class member-
ship, each of which has the prototypical values for the respective semantic classes in (10):

(10) Prototypical values of features for semantic classes

Objects Properties Actions

Valency 0 1 ≥ 1

Stativity STATE STATE PROCESS

Persistence PERSISTENT PERSISTENT TRANSITORY

Gradability NON-GRADABLE GRADABLE NON-GRADABLE

(Croft 1991: 65)

Individual languages may depart from these prototypes in that they can differ with respect to
which value of a given feature is assigned to a particular meaning and, hence, to which of Croft’s
semantic classes that meaning is felt to belong.

A second source of potential variation in Croft’s system is in the mappings between specific
semantic classes and “pragmatic functions”, which in (9) represent only the prototypical map-
pings found in three-class systems. There are, however, languages which seem to neutralize cer-
tain parts of speech distinctions and thus allow for alternate mappings. For instance, in Hausa
(Chadic), most English adjectives translate as to nouns, meaning that both Properties and Ob-
jects must be mapped onto Croft’s pragmatic functions of reference and modification. As a re-
sult, modification is realized by what is frequently (mis-)glossed as a possessive construction:7

Hausa
(11) (a) mùtuflm mài àlhe…öì / aözìki… / hankàli…

person ATRB kindness / prosperity / intelligence
‘a kind/prosperous/intelligent person’

(b) ità…çe… mài tauöi… / laußi / nauyi…
wood ATRB hardness / softness / heaviness
‘hard/heavy/soft wood’
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(c) mùtuflm mài do…kì…
person ATRB horse
‘a person who has a horse’

(Schachter 1985: 15 – 16)

On the other hand, in the Bantu language Bemba, words denoting both property concepts and
actions are verbs and can be used as either syntactic predicates or modifiers inside relative
clauses, as in (12):

Bemba
(12) (a) umuuntu ù+ashipa

person RELATIVE:SUBJ:CONCORD+brave
‘a person who is brave’

(b) umuuntu ù+alemba
person RELATIVE:SUBJ:CONCORD+write
‘a person who is writing’

(c) umuuntu á+ashipa
person SUBJ:CONCORD+brave
‘the person is brave’

(d) umuuntu á+alemba
person SUBJ:CONCORD+write
‘the person is writing’

(Schachter 1985: 16)

Thus, Bemba seems to map both the semantic classes of Properties and Actions onto the two
separate pragmatic functions of predication and modification—in effect, neutralizing the distinc-
tion between the classes of verb and adjective (actions and property concepts both being verbs),
just as Hausa seems to neutralize the distinction between adjectives and nouns (actions and prop-
erty concepts both being nouns).

Although Croft (1991) expresses some skepticism about the existence of languages which
completely neutralize the prototypical semantics–pragmatics correspondences, he does allow for
the possibility that such languages exist, provided that they do not show a “negative markedness
pattern … so that, say, lexical roots denoting objects take a non-zero function-indicating mor-
pheme in referring expressions but not in modification” (p. 94). In other words, Croft argues that
there are no languages where words denoting objects are marked as referential items but are un-
marked modifiers, or where words denoting actions are marked as syntactic predicates but are
unmarked subjects. And indeed there are not. What is a problem for Croft is not the existence of
languages that his model excludes, but the non-existence of languages that his model allows. The
existence of languages of the Hausa-type (neutralization of the object–property distinction) and
of the Bemba-type (neutralization of the action–property distinction) is widely known and well
documented—however, there do not appear to be any languages that show the third possible type
of neutralization, that between objects and actions. That is, even among those languages that are
claimed in the literature to neutralize the distinction between nouns and verbs (e.g. Ton-
gan—Broschart 1997; Mundari—Bhat 1994; Tuscarora—Hengeveld 1992b), there are no lan-
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guages that are claimed at the same time to have a distinctive class of adjectives—that is, while
there are languages that lack adjectives but have verbs and nouns, there are no languages that
have adjectives and nouns but lack verbs, or which have adjectives and verbs but lack nouns. It is
this fact which leads Hengeveld (1992b: 68) to propose the “parts-of-speech hierarchy” in (13):

(13) Parts of Speech Hierarchy

Verb > Noun > Adjective > Adverb

(13) is an expression of the implicational relations that hold for the existence of various parts of
speech and states that the existence of a lexical class on the right of the hierarchy in a given lan-
guage implies the existence of all of those classes to its left. Any language which has a class of
adverbs, then, must have all three of the classes of verb, noun, and adjective, and—more to the
point—any language that has adjectives must also have verbs and nouns.8

In general, implicational hierarchies such as that in (13) are dealt with in terms of marked-
ness—in other words, elements on the right end of the scale are considered to be more marked
than elements to their left (Greenberg 1963) in the sense that marked distinctions are expected to
be more readily neutralized than unmarked distinctions (Trubetskoy 1969). Thus, the typological
distribution of the class of adjectives indicates that, as a lexical class, adjectives are more marked
than verbs. In a certain sense, Croft (1991: 130ƒƒ) acknowledges this and offers some ancillary
explanation for the fact that adjectives are in many ways an “intermediate” class between verbs
and nouns, although there is nothing inherent in his approach to account for the markedness of
the adjectival class or the typological asymmetries in neutralization patterns in and of them-
selves. Similarly, Hengeveld (1992a, 1992b), who puts forward the hierarchy in (13), offers little
in the way of motivation for it. In the following section, it will be my goal to offer just such a
motivation by outlining a definition of “adjective” which both takes into account their typical
semantic and syntactic properties and provides a natural explanation of their relative markedness.

2. Semantics, syntax, and the lexicon

As we saw in the preceding section, while there is no consensus as to the precise definitions
of the three major parts of speech, there is a certain consensus as to some of the prototypical se-
mantic properties of these lexical classes and what their unmarked syntactic roles might be, at
least for nouns and verbs. Adjectives, however, are a more difficult problem. While nouns and
verbs are relatively consistent as classes in terms of their semantic and syntactic properties, ad-
jectives can not be easily characterized in such a way as not to include words that are, either in-
tra- or cross-linguistically, members of other lexical classes. Prototypical nouns are expressions
of semantic names or kinds (Wierzbicka 1988) and are universally unmarked syntactic actants of
verbs; verbs are analyzable as the expressions of semantic predicates and are always unmarked
syntactic predicates. Not only are both of these characterizations—the semantic and the syntac-
tic—accurate and highly consistent within and across languages, but so is their combination. In
other words, what is an unmarked syntactic actant in a given language is prototypically the ex-
pression of a semantic name and what is an unmarked syntactic predicate is prototypically a se-
mantic predicate. Thus, the prototypical semantic class and the unmarked syntactic role that we
have defined for nouns and verbs above represent (in the spirit of Croft 1991—see (9) above) the
unmarked mapping between semantic class and syntactic role for these two parts of speech:
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(14) Unmarked mapping between semantic class and syntactic role

Noun Verb

Semantic class name semantic predicate

Syntactic role syntactic actant syntactic predicate

As we will see below, these correspondences—formalized in Sections 2.1 and 2.2—will allow us
to formulate a definition of the third major class, adjectives, in a way which shows it to corre-
spond to a more marked mapping between semantic and syntactic structure, thereby accounting
for the attested cross-linguistic variation in the lexical class of adjective (Section 2.3).

2.1. Iconicity at the semantics ⇔⇔⇔⇔ syntax interface

The correspondences between the prototypical semantic class and the unmarked syntactic
role of nouns and verbs illustrated in (14) can be represented graphically borrowing some for-
malisms from Meaning-Text Theory (Z‡olkovskij & Mel’çuk 1967; Mel’çuk 1988). The diagram
in (15) shows the unmarked mapping between a semantic and a syntactic structure, in this case
the (simplified) semantic and syntactic representations of the sentence The boy runs:

(15) Semantic ⇔ syntactic mapping for The boy runs

Semantic
Structure

Syntactic
Structure

name

governor

dependant

‘run’

‘boy’

RUN

BOY

V

N

predicate

semantic rules

The left half of (15) represents the semantic relation holding between the predicate ‘run’ and its
argument, the semantic name ‘boy’ and is the graphic equivalent of the more familiar expression
‘run’(‘boy’). The right half of (15) is a syntactic dependency tree showing the hierarchical rela-
tion between the lexeme RUN and its single syntactic actant BOY.9 In both representations, the
direction of the single arrow indicates the direction of the dependency, running from the gover-
nor and pointing towards the dependant. The broad, double arrow in the diagram represents the
correspondence or mapping between the two levels of representation. This correspondence is
made by rules for translating between semantic structure and (deep) syntactic structure via the
selection and combination of items from the lexicon (lexicalization and syntacticization, respec-
tively). In the syntactic structure shown in (15), RUN is a syntactic predicate (the top node in a
dependency tree or the head of the highest lexical constituent in a phrase-structure tree) and
BOY is its syntactic actant; thus, each of them occupy their respective unmarked syntactic
roles—RUN, a verb, as governor of the expression of its semantic argument and BOY, a noun, as
dependant of the expression of its semantic predicate.

This syntactic configuration faithfully mirrors the underlying semantic structure and so can
be said to be iconic, in that the syntactic tree in (15) contains a predicate–actant relation which is
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a direct expression of the underlying predicate–argument relation in the semantic representa-
tion—that is, the semantic predicate ‘run’ is realized as a syntactic predicate RUN, and its argu-
ment or semantic actant ‘boy’ is realized as the syntactic actant of RUN, making the syntactic
structure a direct or isomorphic representation of the semantic structure. Structures that express
semantic predicate–argument relations but depart from this pattern in some way can be said to be
cognitively complex (section 1.4.1) in that they are not direct reflections of the underlying se-
mantic representation. This allows us to characterize the markedness of a given semantic ⇔
syntactic structural mapping in terms of the Principle of Weak Iconicity:

(16) The Principle of Weak Iconicity

In the unmarked case, syntactic structure will be isomorphic with, or a direct reflection
of, its underlying semantic structure.

Thus, by Weak Iconicity, the unmarked syntactic role for the expression of a semantic predicate
(which is the semantic governor of its argument) is that of syntactic governor of the expression
of its argument; conversely, the unmarked role for the expression of a semantic name is as the
syntactic dependant of the expression of its semantic predicate. In English (and probably univer-
sally), the lexicon distinguishes two types of words, nouns and verbs, each of which is (proto-
typically) an expression of one of these two semantic categories (semantic predicates or semantic
names) and each of which appears unmarked in the corresponding iconic syntactic role.

2.2. Lexicalization and syntactic structure

In the representation in (15), lexical items in the syntactic tree are shown bearing specifica-
tion for membership in a particular lexical class—in this case “N” (noun) for the dependant BOY
and “V” (verb) for its syntactic governor RUN. This raises the question of where the classes “N”
and “V” come from—that is, what sort of knowledge about the lexemes RUN and BOY these
labels are intended to represent, and to which component of a grammar this knowledge must be
assigned. The commonly-held answer to these questions is that the classes “noun” and “verb” are
proper to the lexicon (i.e. they are lexical classes). While the specific nature of the lexicon has
been a fascinating and frequently contentious issue for both formal (e.g. Saussure 1916; Mel’çuk
1995; Pustejovsky 1996; Koenig 1999) and cognitive-functional (e.g. Fauconnier 1985; Lakoff
1987; Taylor 1989) approaches to linguistics, the detailed structure of lexical knowledge and the
exact nature of lexical entries need not concern us here. For the moment it is enough for us to
think of the lexicon as a lexical inventory—that is, as an organized and categorized inventory of
lexical items available to the speaker of a language to express the contents of semantic represen-
tations. This inventory would combine information about the phonological shape of words with
information about their semantic structure and their syntactic uses. Sentence-building, then, can
be thought of as consisting in part of a matching of elements of semantic structure with appropri-
ate entries in the lexicon, as shown in (17):
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(17)

Semantic
Structure

Syntactic
Structure

‘boy’

‘run’ RUN V

BOY N

the boy run+s

Morphological
Structure

N

VA

Lexicon

In the first set of correspondences (semantic ⇔ syntactic structure) in (17), the semantic predi-
cate ‘run’ and its argument, the name ‘boy’, are matched to the lexical entries for RUN and
BOY, respectively. These lexemes are drawn from various regions of the lexicon (represented by
the capital letters “N”, “V”, and “A”) and so are specified as “verb” or “noun” depending on
which region they belong to. The next set of correspondences in (17), those between syntactic
and morphological structure, shows how lexical class information is used in conjunction with
syntactic configuration to determine the correct morphological strings. In this particular case, the
rules that establish the correspondences between syntactic and morphological structure in Eng-
lish require SV(O) word-order and that a verb agree with its subject in person and num-
ber—hence, the affixation of the third-person singular -s to “run” in the morphological repre-
sentation (again, the determiner here is ignored).

The same set of syntactic rules that accounts for the ordinary inflection of words in their un-
marked syntactic roles accounts for the morphological features of their extended uses as well.
Consider, for instance, (18), which represents the English expression running boy:

(18) Semantic ⇔ syntactic ⇔ morphological mapping for running boy

‘boy’ RUN V

Semantic
Structure

Syntactic
Structure

‘run’ BOY N

runn+ing boy

Morphological
Structure

The left side of (18) illustrates the semantic relation between the predicate ‘run’ and its argument
‘boy’; note that the formal semantic relationship between the two is identical to that shown in
(15) and (17), while the syntactic relation between them is reversed (on the reversal of depend-
ency relations between corresponding elements at different levels of representation, see Mel’çuk
1988: 105–149). Thus, in the phrase running boy, the semantic predicate ‘run’ is not realized as
the governor of the syntactic structure, as it is in (15) and (17): instead, the syntactic governor of
the configuration is the expression of the semantic argument ‘boy’. Thus, RUN is realized in the
syntactic role of modifier, which can be defined for our purposes as in (19):

semantic rules syntactic rules

semantic rules syntactic rules
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(19) modifier—the expression of a semantic predicate that is syntactically a dependant of the
expression of its semantic argument.

Given that RUN is specified in the lexicon as a verb and that verbs in English are not unmarked
syntactic modifiers, the rules for making morphological strings in English require that verbs ap-
pearing in modifier position make use of further morphosyntactic measures—in this case, the
suffix -ing as shown on the right of (18). Thus, verbs can be said to be marked in this role by dint
of increased structural complexity.

2.3. Adjectives, markedness, and iconicity

If verbs are marked in the role of modifier (that is, they require further morphosyntactic
measures to be realized in syntactic structure as the dependant of one of their arguments), adjec-
tives have the opposite characteristic: syntactically, they are unmarked dependants of the expres-
sions of their semantic arguments. The contrast between the unmarked configurations of the two
lexical classes can be seen by comparing (15) above with (20), which shows the mapping be-
tween semantic and syntactic structure for the English modifier construction big boy :

(20) Semantic ⇔ syntactic mapping for big boy

Semantic
Structure

Syntactic 
Structure

predicate

name

governor

dependant

‘big’

‘boy’

BOY

BIG

N

A

semantic rules

Semantically, adjectives resemble verbs in that they are the expressions of semantic predicates
(e.g. Lakoff 1965; Chafe 1970; Bhat 1994) and typically take semantic names as their arguments,
as shown on the left of (20). Here, as in (18), the direction of the semantic dependency between
the predicate ‘big’ and its argument ‘boy’ is reversed in the syntactic structure, where the noun
BOY is the syntactic governor of its modifier BIG. The difference between (18) and (20) lies in
the fact that the expression of the predicate ‘big’ is, in English, an adjective, whereas the expres-
sion of ‘run’ is a verb; these two parts of speech are treated differently by the rules for forming
morphological structures, as illustrated in (21):

predicate
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(21) Lexicalization of adjectival versus verbal modifiers

A

N

V

Lexicon

Morphological
Structure

Semantic
Structure

Syntactic
Structure

the big boy

‘big’

‘boy’

BOY

BIG

N

A

the runn+ing boy

‘run’

‘boy’

BOY N

RUN V

semantic rules

semantic rules

syntactic rules

syntactic rules

Although BIG, like RUN, is the expression of a semantic predicate, its appearance as a syntactic
dependant of BOY (the expression of its semantic argument) is not marked because in the lexi-
con it is classified as an adjective—and this syntactic configuration is unmarked in English for
this part of speech. By the same token, the use of BIG as a syntactic predicate in an expression
like the boy is big is also a marked configuration requiring the use of further morphosyntactic
measures—specifically, the copula to be. It is this pattern of contextual markedness that allows
us to identify the unmarked syntactic role of adjectives both within and across languages: in all
languages that have adjectives, adjectives are unmarked modifiers of nouns, whereas in only
some languages are adjectives also unmarked syntactic predicates.

The fact that adjectives are unmarked syntactic modifiers on the one hand and that they are
semantic predicates on the other allows us to define them as follows:

(22) adjective—a lexical item expressing a semantic predicate that can be an unmarked
modifier of a noun.

An important feature of this definition is that it offers a straightforward explanation of the rela-
tive markedness of the adjectival class: the contextually unmarked syntactic role of an adjective
(modification) is a cognitively marked syntactic relation. Unlike reference and predication,
modification as a syntactic role represents a reversal of the direction of the dependency that obli-
gatorily holds between semantic predicate and semantic argument, whereas the direction of the
dependency in a syntactic structure like RUN !→! BOY from (15) is a direct reflection of the
direction of the dependency in the semantic structure. Thus, the syntactic representations in (18)
and (20) can be said to be marked in terms of cognitive complexity with respect to the structure
shown in (15), meaning that the unmarked syntactic role for adjectives is a marked or non-
isomorphic one.

Those languages like English that distinguish a lexical class of adjective designate a special-
ized subset of semantic predicates for this marked role—that is, for the purposes of modification.
These words are considered, either on the basis of their contentive features or by dint of dia-
chronic processes, to occur most naturally as syntactic modifiers and so are allowed by the rules
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of the grammar to take on this role. How this type of differentiation takes place is, of course, an
open question and is likely a combination of cognitive considerations, the effects of grammati-
calization processes, features of language acquisition, and discourse factors. As interesting as
some of these issues might be, it is not the purpose of this investigation to account for the idio-
syncrasies of the class of adjectives in a given language. The domain of definitions, after all, is
the domain of regularities, and it is the role of a criterial definition to capture those generaliza-
tions that hold universally for that which it defines.

In this case, our proposal is that by definition adjectives are the expressions of semantic
predicates and that they are unmarked modifiers of nouns. The former characteristic is a function
of the meanings expressed by individual words and the latter of how the expressions of these
meanings are treated in the syntax. In some languages, this treatment will be largely by rule (e.g.
property-concept words are adjectives) while in others it will be by convention (e.g. ‘good’ and
‘red’ are expressed as adjectives but ‘nice’ and ‘black’ are not). Similarly (although to a lesser
extent), languages may vary as to the treatment of what are, at least in translation, largely syn-
onymous concepts. In English and Lushootseed, for instance, coldA and t©\sV ‘cold’ are the ex-
pressions of semantic predicates, but in Upper Necaxa Totonac lon˙ ‘cold’ is a noun like the ab-
stract noun coldN in English.10 Again, how such meanings, peripheral to the semantic prototypes
of both the nominal and the verbal/adjectival categories, will be realized lexically in a given lan-
guage can not be predicted by our definitions, but definitions based on semantic prototypes do
allow for this variation and make some predictions about where and when it might be expected.
These two ways in which languages can differ in their treatment of certain types of mean-
ings—particularly those which fall into the semantic domain of property concepts—are at the
root of a great deal of typological variation in lexical class systems in the world’s languages.

3. Conclusion: The typology of parts of speech

One of the most important aspects of the approach to defining parts of speech outlined in the
previous section is the idea that lexical classes are neither strictly semantic nor strictly syntactic.
Instead, both the semantic properties of words and syntactic information about their unmarked
distribution are made use of in the lexicon to subdivide words into various classes. By positing
parts of speech systems as a part of the knowledge speakers have about the lexical inventory of
their language, it becomes possible to delineate a constrained set of organizational crite-
ria—some syntactic, others semantic—which speakers can use to divide and subdivide words
into sets for the purposes of building syntactic structures. Cross-linguistic variation in these sys-
tems can then be characterized in terms of variation in the criteria used to shape the lexicon
which fall into two separate categories—semantic and syntactic—and furnish us with the basis
for criterial definitions of lexical classes. Languages that have a typical Indo-European style
parts of speech system have three major lexical classes which can only be differentiated using
both the semantic and the syntactic parameters. However, not all languages make the tripartite
distinction between nouns, verbs, and adjectives in their lexical inventories, suggesting the pos-
sibility that these languages may not make use of both semantics and syntax in the organization
of their lexica.

In terms of cross-linguistic variation in the three major parts of speech, there are four com-
mon inventory-types proposed in the literature (e.g. Schachter 1985; Croft 1991; Bhat 1994):11
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(23) full NAV inventory—the lexicon distinguishes between three major word classes—noun,
verb, adjective (e.g. English, Russian).

N[AV] inventory—the lexicon distinguishes only nouns and verbs, conflating property-
concept words with verbs (proposed—Cora, Salish).

[NA]V inventory—the lexicon distinguishes only nouns and verbs, conflating property-
concept words with nouns (proposed—Quechua, Totonac, Hausa).

[NAV] inventory—the lexicon conflates all three major lexical classes, making no
distinctions at all (proposed—Tongan, Mundari).

As noted above, the asymmetry in these patterns—that is, the fact that when only one distinction
is neutralized it is that between adjectives and some other part of speech—argues for the mark-
edness of the adjectival class relative to the class of nouns and verbs. As we have seen, this
markedness can be accounted for by Weak Iconicity, which requires that the unmarked syntactic
role of the expression of a semantic predicate (the governor of its semantic argument) be that of a
syntactic governor rather than a modifier (a syntactic dependant).

A four-member system of the type shown in (23) can be easily derived by reformulating our
parameters in terms of whether the organization of a particular lexical inventory is driven by one
or both of semantics or syntax:

(24) semantics: a language is said to be semantically driven if its lexicon distinguishes
lexemes expressing semantic predicates from those expressing semantic names.

syntax: a language is said to be syntactically driven if its lexicon distinguishes lexemes
that can be unmarked syntactic actants from those which can be unmarked modifiers.

Languages organize their lexica around either or both of these factors. This can be expressed as a
feature system which derives the inventory-types in (25):

(25) Types of lexical inventory

Semantically driven

+ –
+ full NAV inventory [NA]VSyntactically

driven – N[AV] [NAV]

In the case of full NAV inventory languages, then, the lexicon can be said to be organized on the
basis of both semantic and syntactic factors, whereas in the case of an N[AV] inventory conflat-
ing verbs and adjectives, the lexicon is sensitive to purely semantic considerations. As a result,
all predicates belong to the same lexical class and function as unmarked syntactic governors of
their arguments, meeting the criterial definition of verbs.12 This seems to be the case in Bemba
(see (12) above) and the Salishan family of languages. Conversely, [NA]V languages would or-
ganize their lexica around the syntactic distinction between unmarked governor (of the expres-
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sions of its semantic argument) and unmarked dependant (of the expression of its semantic
predicate). However, finding examples of this type of language proves to be more problematic.

For a language to qualify as an [NA]V language, there are two possible patterns of marked-
ness in the distribution of the putative conflated noun-adjective lexical class. The first, by far the
more commonly referred to in the literature, is represented by Quechua, which shows the mark-
edness pattern illustrated in (26):

Quechua
(26) (a) rikaßaka… alkalde+ta

see:PST:1SG mayor+ACC

‘I saw the mayor’

(b) çay alkalde runa
D mayor man
‘that man who is mayor’

(c) rikaßaka… hatun+ta
see:PST:1SG big+ACC

‘I saw the big one’

(d) çay hatun runa
D big man
‘that big man’

(Schachter 1985: 17)

In (26a) and (c), the words alkalde ‘mayor’ and hatun ‘big’ both surface unmarked in the role of
actant, while (26b) and (d) show the same words acting as unmarked modifiers. According to
Schachter, these examples indicate that words that fall into the classes of noun and adjective in
English meet the definitional criteria of both in Quechua, filling the syntactic roles of actant and
modifier without further measures.

Closer examination of this data, however, reveals two fundamental flaws in this line of rea-
soning. The first has to do with the assertion that the use of the noun alkalde ‘mayor’ as a “modi-
fier” in sentences like (26b) is an unmarked one. On the semantic level, noun–noun attributive
constructions like these are substantially different from the true modification structures illus-
trated in (20) in that they necessarily involve the presence of a semantic predicate which does not
surface overtly in the syntactic structure. Consider the semantic representations of the English
noun–noun attributive constructions in (27):

(27) Semantic structure of noun–noun attributive constructions

(a ) ( b ) ( c )

straw hat kitchen table winter jacket

‘hat’ ‘straw’ ‘table’ ‘kitchen’ ‘jacket’ ‘winter’

‘made of’ ‘typical of’ ‘used 
during’

1 2 1 2 1 2
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In each of these three examples, we see that the semantic representation of the phrase involves an
elided two-place predicate, and in each of these cases the elided predicate is slightly different.13

The phrase straw hat in (27a), for example, has the semantic structure ‘made of’(‘hat’,‘straw’),
the nominal attribute specifying a material. In (27b), on the other hand, the nominal attribute
specifies a type of table, and in (27c) it denotes the season in which the jacket is worn. Other
common types of predication associated with noun–noun attributive constructions in English are
instrumentality (steak knife ‘used for’(‘knife’,‘steak’)), origin (California wine ‘made
in’(‘wine’,‘California’)), and part-whole relations (computer screen ‘component
of’(‘screen’,‘computer’)). The interpretation of such expressions—that is, which particular
predicative relation linking the two nouns is reconstructed by the hearer—is typically pragmati-
cally-driven (wines can not be made out of California, knives are not typically components of
steaks, etc.) and tends to be phraseologized (kitchen tables must be high enough to sit at while
eating, a windbreaker worn in January is not a winter jacket). When this is not the case, attribu-
tives are often open to more than a single interpretation (e.g. alligator shoes).

Noun–noun attributive constructions, then, are clearly marked in terms of cognitive com-
plexity and, hence, non-iconic in that the underlying semantic predicate does not appear in syn-
tactic representation. Consider the diagram of straw hat in (28):

(28) Semantic ⇔ syntactic mapping for straw hat

Semantics Syntax

HAT

STRAW

N

N‘hat’ ‘straw’

‘made of’

1 2

The essential point to draw from this example is that the mapping between the semantics and the
syntax of noun–noun attributive constructions is a fundamentally different one from that illus-
trated for adjective–noun constructions in (20). Frequently, although not always, the syntactic
distinction between attributive and modifier is neutralized morphosyntactically in the grammar
of a given language. Careful semantic analysis of the situation, however, reveals the presence of
the underlying semantic predicate specifying the relationship between the two semantic names,
neither of which is a semantic argument of the other. Although not realized lexically, the elided
semantic predicate finds its expression in the syntactic subordination of the attributive noun,
which shows multiple signs of decategorization including loss of referential meaning, loss of in-
flection, and the potential for multiple readings. Thus, by two of the three criteria for markedness
outlined in (7) above (cognitive complexity and contextual markedness), attributive construc-
tions are marked with respect to modificative constructions and illustrate the distinctiveness,
rather than the neutralization, of the classes of adjective and noun.

A similar line of reasoning applies to the assertion that the use of the property-concept word
hatun ‘big’ as an actant in sentences like (26d) is an unmarked one. As observed in all my
sources on Quechua (Gradeja & Vela 1976; Cole 1985; Cerrón-Palomino 1987), such construc-
tions are elliptical in that they are ungrammatical outside of a discourse context in which the
identity of the object to which the property ‘big’ is attributed is recoverable (the same is true of

semantic rules
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parallel structures in Spanish, Russian, Upper Necaxa Totonac, and almost certainly in all other
languages in which they are possible). In this sense, the identity of the object referred to is se-
mantically present and must be included in any complete semantic representation of the meaning
of the sentence. The fact that the identity of this object is elided from the surface form of the
sentence makes the adjectival-actant construction (like the attributive with its elided predicate)
non-iconic and, by Weak Iconicity, marked. Thus, languages of the Quechua type do not qualify
as [NA]V languages because of the inherent markedness or non-iconicity involved in using the
expressions of semantic predicates as actants in elliptical expressions.

The other possibility for realizing an [NA]V lexical inventory is the opposite of the Quechua
type: instead of showing a pattern wherein the putative conflated [NA] class consists of words
that are unmarked both as actants and modifiers, languages of the second type would require that
the [NA] class be marked in the syntactic role of modifier and unmarked in the role of syntactic
actant. As we saw in the case of Quechua property-concept words, however, the requirement that
property-concept words be unmarked actants precludes the use of adjectives in elliptical con-
structions as actants—in other words, property-concept words appearing as syntactic actants
would have to have readings as expressions of abstract properties. To my knowledge, the only
language in the literature that appears to meet this requirement is the Chadic language Hausa.14

In Hausa, most property concepts are expressed by words, called quality nouns, which appear to
be syntactically identical to more ordinary nouns in that they are marked as modifiers (see the
examples in (11) above) and they function as actants in sentences like (29), in which they have
abstract nominal readings:

Hausa
(29) k©aöfi+n+sà ya… ba… mù ma…ma…ki…

strength+LNK+3MASC:PO 3MASC:CMP give 1PL amazement
‘his strength amazed us’ (lit. ‘gave us amazement’)

(Ma Newman 1990: 9)

As promising as this appears, however, there are two difficulties with analyzing Hausa as an
[NA]V language. The first is that, in fact, Hausa does have ten or twelve true adjectives which
function as unmarked modifiers of nouns and have elliptical readings in actantial position:

Hausa
(30) (a) kà…wo… àlkyabbà… bak©a…

bring burnooseFEM blackFEM

‘bring the black burnoose’

(b) kà…wo… bak©a+r
bring blackFEM+LNK

‘bring the black one’

(Cowan & Schuh 1976: 313–14)

Even though these true adjectives form a closed class in Hausa, the existence of a class of un-
marked modifiers is essential for any treatment of Hausa quality nouns as marked in this same
syntactic role. In the absence of a class of unmarked modifiers, it would be impossible to make
the claim that quality nouns like those in (11) are marked modifiers: as noted in section 1.4.1,
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markedness depends on the existence of contrast (see also note 8 above). Thus, the claim that
Hausa is an [NA]V language is weakened by the existence of a small class of adjectives whose
presence is needed for a proper characterization of the organization of this language’s lexical in-
ventory.

The second, and perhaps more convincing, difficulty with analyzing Hausa as an [NA]V lan-
guage arises from the inherent non-iconicity of quality nouns themselves: given that a property-
concept is a semantic predicate, the fact that its realization in the syntax is a non-predicate makes
this realization non-isomorphic and, therefore, marked by dint of cognitive complexity.15 In se-
mantic representation, the definitive property of predicates is that they take arguments and pro-
totypical syntactic predicates, as iconic expressions of semantic predicates, should also take
syntactic actants. When quality nouns appear in actantial position, however, they frequently ap-
pear without an actant, as with ma…ma…ki… ‘amazement’ in (29), or take the expression of their
semantic actant as a possessor, as k©aöfinsà ‘his strength’ (cf. kuàinsà ‘his money’)—in other
words, quality nouns are syntactically non-predicative, although they seem to be the expressions
of semantic predicates. Thus, the semantic structure of prototypical adjectives (property-concept
words) prevents them from functioning as unmarked actants of verbs, just as the semantic struc-
ture of prototypical nouns prevents them from functioning as unmarked modifiers. Ultimately,
what this reveals to us is that the typological system proposed in (23) above, despite its currency
in the literature, is not entirely accurate: while there are languages that conflate adjectives and
verbs, there does not seem to be even the possibility of languages that conflate adjectives and
nouns. The fault, however, does not lie with the basic organizing principles and definitions that
we used to make up the typology, but rather in the way in which our semantic and syntactic crite-
ria have been combined in the feature system in (25) above: what we have uncovered is not an
error in defining the organizing principles of lexical inventories, but a constraint on the way
these principles are organized. Rather than having equal weight and therefore having equal op-
portunity to be the sole driving factor behind a parts of speech system, the semantic and syntactic
criteria we have invoked here seem to be ranked, with semantics taking precedence over syntax.
In terms of the three major class distinctions, the lexical inventories of the world’s languages
make the first (and sometimes only) division in their lexicon based on the semantic distinction
between predicates and names. Three-class languages then make a further, syntactically-based,
distinction setting apart those words in the class of semantic predicates that are treated as un-
marked modifiers by the rules of the grammar. Because it is a secondary distinction—and be-
cause it results in words whose unmarked syntactic function is non-iconic—this criterion is
cross-linguistically marked and, hence, frequently neutralized. Thus, our definitions not only ac-
curately characterize the membership of lexical classes within and across languages, they allow
us to account for the attested cross-linguistic variation in these classes and to properly constrain
this variation. The analysis offered here afford us a unique insight into the fundamental organiz-
ing principles of the lexicon and show us that lexical classes, in particular adjectives, must be
defined in semantic and syntactic terms, as artefacts of the semantics ⇔ syntactic interface.
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Notes

* The author wishes to acknowledge the help of Jack Chambers, Elan Dresher, Lidija Iordan-
skaja, Alana Johns, Sylvain Kahane, Jean-Pierre Koenig, Jasmina Milic åevicå, Alain Polguère
and—as ever—Igor Mel’çuk, none of whom are responsible in any way for my mistakes and all
of whom have ideas about parts of speech that are anything but unenlightening. This research
was supported in part by an SSHRC Doctoral Fellowship. The abbreviations used here are: ACC

= accusative; AP = antipassive; ATRB = attributive; CMP = completive; CMT = comitative; CONT =
continuative; FEM  = feminine; GEN = genitive; HAB = habitual; ICS = event-internal causative;
IMPF = imperfective; LNK = linker; COP = copula; MASC = masculine; NEG = negative; NEU =
neuter; NOM = nominative; PASS  = passive; PERF = perfective; PL = plural; PNT = punctual; PO =
possessive; PR = preposition; PREP = prepositional; PST = past; SBJ = subjunctive; SG = singular;
SUBJ = subject.

1 Astonishingly little typological work has been done on the class of adverbs, and in the absence
of the necessary data I will have nothing further to say about them in this paper, although I think
that adverbs can be dealt with quite comfortably in the same manner as the other three lexical
classes discussed here.

2 q©iyaÒ©\d ‘slug’ here is a common noun, although in this example it is also used as the proper
name of an anthropomorphized slug with human characteristics. This human–animal ambiguity
is typical of traditional Native North American narrative form.

3 Alternatively, it could be argued that tu- is not a past tense marker because it appears on both
verbs and nouns—but again this presupposes that words like q©iyaÒ©\d ‘slug’ and sç©istx� ‘hus-
band’ are nouns and therefore preclude the application of a true tense marker.

4 On the noun-verb distinction in Pacific Northwest languages see also van Eijk & Hess (1986),
Jelinek & Demers (1994), Beck (1995), and Matthewson & Davis (1995) on Salish, and Jacob-
sen (1979) on Salishan, Wakashan, and Chimakuan.

5 Note that I have re-formulated Hengeveld’s (1992a: 58) definitions—which in the original are
couched in the terms of Functional Grammar (Dik 1978)—to make them more accessible to
those unfamiliar with the framework. As pointed out to me by Igor Mel’çuk (p.c.), these defini-
tions are highly reminiscent of the three “ranks” proposed by Jesperson (1928).

6 In the exposition of Croft’s work I will adopt his terminology for heuristic purposes. For the
most part, these are not the terms I will make use of in the rest of this discussion.

7 Tones and vowel length are not indicated in the original source. I have added these here based
on the forms given in other sources of Hausa data, for the most part Kraft & Kraft (1973),
Cowan & Schuh (1976), and Ma Newman (1990). The interlinear glosses are also mine, based
on the same sources.

8 The hierarchy also makes the claim that there are possibly languages that have only verbs (Tus-
carora being Hengeveld’s example of a language of this type). In the approach being developed
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here, based on markedness of lexical items in given syntactic roles, this situation is a logical
impossibility: markedness is based fundamentally on contrast—that is, an opposition between
marked and unmarked elements. In order to declare that a set of words is marked in the role of
actants (i.e. that they are not nouns), it is necessary to be able to contrast the morphosyntactic
properties of this set with the properties of another set of words which is not marked in this role.
This latter set would therefore qualify as nouns. In the absence of an unmarked set, it is not pos-
sible to establish a contrast and we can not speak of markedness to begin with.

9 The determiner is deliberately left out of this tree for simplicity of presentation.

10 The issue of whether the grammatical distinction between coldN and coldA in English (or coldA

in English and lon˙N in Totonac) also corresponds to a semantic distinction (semantic name vs.
semantic predicate) is a contentious one and there is no space for us to go into it here. It is my
own feeling, following Langacker (1987) and Wierzbicka (1986, 1988), that there is a subtle
semantic shift involved, so that coldN is to coldA as squareN is to squareA and as circle is to
round. Unfortunately, further discussion of this issue is largely peripheral to the purposes of this
article.

11 The existence of the last of these inventories is highly controversial and there have been a
number of interesting proposals made for them in the literature. Some of the more widely cited
examples are Salishan (e.g. Kuipers 1968; Kinkade 1983), Tongan (e.g. Broschart 1997),
Mundari (Bhat 1994), and Tuscarora (Hengeveld 1992a). While I am skeptical about these
claims (see Beck 1999), I will not attempt to deal with [NAV] inventories here.

12 Of course, this also means that all expressions of predicates in some N[AV] languages may
meet the definitional criteria of adjectives (i.e. that they are also lexical items expressing se-
mantic predicates which can be unmarked syntactic dependants of lexical items expressing their
semantic arguments). This raises the rather trivial issue, familiar from phonology, of what, in
the case of the neutralization of the distinction between two elements, to name the resulting con-
flated category. I have chosen here to make use of the name of the less marked of the two cate-
gories (i.e. verb) principally because the category would contain meanings such as ‘hit’ or ‘de-
vour’ which would otherwise be unattested as adjectives in any other language type.

13 The numbers associated with the arrows in the diagram are simply a means of indexing a par-
ticular argument with one of the semantic roles specified by the predicate; in this sense, it is
equivalent to the ordering of arguments in a formalism such as ‘made of’(‘hat’,‘straw’) (= straw
hat), the inverse of ‘made of’(‘straw’,‘hat’) (? = straw made of hats).

14 Another possibility is Motu, which Wetzer (1996: 176ƒƒ) describes in the same terms as
Hausa.

15 An alternative analysis of the Hausa situation, one which I believe will ultimately prove to be
the correct assessment, is that quality nouns are not, in fact, the expressions of semantic predi-
cates at all but correspond to abstract nouns (see note 10 above). This would not only explain
their syntactic behaviour as marked modifiers and unmarked actants, but also accounts for the
fact that in terms of quantification they pattern with nouns rather than verbs:
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Hausa
(i) (a) aikì… mài wùya… sò…sai

work ATRB difficulty much
‘very hard work’

(b) bafl ni dà kuài… sò…sai
NEG 1SG:CONT CMT money much
‘I don’t have a lot of money’

(c) ba… yà… aikì… dà yawà…
NEG 3MASC work CMT quantity
‘he doesn’t work much’
(lit. ‘he doesn’t work with quantity’)

(Ma Newman 1990: 295)

Given that this analysis is highly controversial and that it bears only on the situation in Hausa
and does not address the typological issue of the possible existence of [NA]V languages, it is
not the one I have chosen to pursue here.
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